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Subject: EECH 2: First movie trailer released......Multiplayer confirmed!

G2 Games News Release 
For Immediate Release

*** First movie trailer released ***
**Multiplayer confirmed**

London, UK (February 2007) – UK publisher G2 Games have today released the first ever footage of their
upcoming helicopter simulation, Enemy Engaged 2. The high resolution cinematic footage is taken from the
introduction movie of the game and can be downloaded from the official game site :

http://www.eech2.com
In addition, G2 have also announced that Enemy Engaged 2 will feature online multiplayer support in the 
final version of the game. More details are to be released about the multiplayer aspects of the game in the
coming weeks.

Game Details

Enemy Engaged 2 is the sequel to the best selling chopper classic - Enemy Engaged: RAH-66 Comanche
Versus Ka-52 Hokum. A game that received universal praise for its dynamic and ground breaking content
that maintains a large player base even today.

Released in 2000, the original Enemy Engaged set the standard for 21st century flight sims with stunningly
realistic visuals and attention to detail. Enemy Engaged 2 is set to take the series even further with new
dynamic missions and a complete overhaul of the graphics and audio to bring the game up to date with the
latest and best flight simulations available.

Enemy Engaged has been in development since early 2005 and is scheduled for release in 2007.
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Release Date: Q1 2007
For more information visit G2 games at: http://www.g2games.com/ 

ABOUT G2 GAMES
G2 Games are a leading global developer, publisher and distributor of interactive entertainment software
(video games), software and mobile media. The Company's diverse product portfolio caters to every
segment of the expanding gaming and home software audience. For more information, visit the G2 Games
website at www.g2games.com 


